Spatial distribution of mast cells around vessels and glands in human gastric carcinoma.
The spatial distribution of mast cells inside the tumor stroma has been little investigated. In this study, we have evaluated tumor mast cells (MCs) distribution in gastric cancer through the analysis of the morphological features of the spatial patterns generated by these cells, including size, shape, and architecture of the cell pattern. The pattern of distribution of tryptase- and chymase-positive MCs around the blood vessels and gastric glands in human gastric adenocarcinoma samples was investigated by immunohistochemical techniques and by introducing a quantitative approach to characterize the spatial distribution of MCs. In human gastric cancer, both chymase-positive MC and vessels exhibited significant deviations from randomness for what it concerns their spatial relationship with gastric parenchyma. As indicated by cell-to-gland distances shorter than expected by chance, in grade II samples a preferential localization of chymase-positive MC near the gastric glands was observed. Interestingly, the same type of spatial association was exhibited by vessels in grade IV samples, where vessel-to-gland distances shorter than expected by chance were observed. These two findings allow to speculate about a sequence of events in which a subpopulation of MC is first recruited around gastric parenchyma to drive the subsequent development of a vascular support to the tissue.